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Council Variance Request 

695 E. Long Street 

Tax Parcel 010-024952 
Columbus Compact Corporation 

1000 E. Main Street 

Columbus, OH 43205 

 
The applicant seeks a Council Variance for the property located at 695 E. Long Street and within the boundaries 

of the King Lincoln Arts District (more completely described in the legal description submitted with this 

application).  

 

The site is approximately .13 acres located on the south side of Long Street near the intersection of Hamilton 

Avenue.  A brick one story commercial building of approximately 478 square feet is currently located on the 

site.  Although it is improved with a commercial building, the property is currently zoned R2F as the result of a 

district wide “down-zoning” that occurred in 1974.  Adjacent sites on Long Street include additional commercial 

buildings that are zoned R2F.  The subject site is included in the Long Street NCR district.   

 

The Applicant is seeking to vary the zoning for this site as well as four other nearby sites to allow uses that 

would be consistent with the goals of the King-Lincoln District Plan, adopted by Columbus City Council July 

29, 2002, the current draft version of the Near East Area Plan update and the district’s designation as an NCR 

corridor.  The Applicant further proposes to vary the Urban Commercial Overlay to accommodate the building 

that is currently located on the subject site.  

 

These variances are based on a foundation of extensive community planning processes and are intended to allow 

uses and development standards that the existing building was originally designed for.  There is no negative 

impact on existing governmental services nor to surrounding property owners.  Further, the re-zoning is 

expected to provide the following positive benefits to the district:   

 

 Facilitate investment by private businesses whose uses would be consistent with the stated goals of the 

district.  Currently, any potential investor would be required to pay zoning fees, legal fees and suffer a 

delay of up to several months before opening. 

 Re-enforce and further emphasize the “Arts and Entertainment” focus of the district by approving 

specific uses on specific sites.  

 Establishment of an inclusive list of permitted uses that will focus economic development efforts that 

are currently underway on appropriate users while screening out inappropriate uses. 

 

The following variances are requested:  

 

1. Allow the following uses: Baked Goods Stores, Cafes, Delicatessens and Restaurants, Florists, Gift, 

Novelty and Souvenir Stores, Specialty Food Stores, Radio and Television Broadcasting Stations and 

Studios, Recording Studios, Art Dealers and Galleries, Arts and Crafts, Compact Disc, Music, Record 

and Video Stores (includes rental), Jewelry Stores.  

2. Allow a reduction the in the parking requirement for the above listed uses to a maximum of one 

handicapped plus two regular parking spaces as depicted in the site plan that is submitted as part of this 

application.  (NOTE: The King Lincoln District Plan recommends a “shared parking district” for this 

part of Long Street). 

3. The site plan that is submitted as part of this application includes a parking layout that will require 

maneuvering on an adjacent property.  The owner for the subject parcel and the owner for the adjacent 

parcel will both execute and record cross easement agreements, thereby providing a permanent 
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mechanism to maintain the parking plan.  Release any requirements that require all maneuvering to 

occur on site.   

4. In accordance with the Urban Commercial Overlay, release the requirement for an off-street loading 

zone.  

5. Allow a six feet tall, board on board, wood privacy fence on the western and southern sides of the 

property and to the rear of the existing building as depicted in the site plan that is submitted as part of 

this application.  

6. Release the development standards contained in the R2F zoning category.  

7. Establish as development standards for the property the setbacks, rear and side yard requirements and 

lot coverage that is currently in place and is depicted on the site plan that is submitted as part of this 

application 

8. Further establish as development standards the fencing, parking, dumpster and sidewalk standards that 

are depicted in the site plan but which have not yet been developed.   

9. Allow, but not require, the mechanical placement that is depicted in the site plan.   

 

The subject site shall be developed in accordance with the Site Plan.  The Site Plan may be slightly adjusted to 

reflect engineering, topographical or other site data developed at the time development and engineering plans 

are completed.  Any slight adjustment to the plan shall be reviewed and may be approved by the Director of the 

Department of Development or his designee upon submission of the appropriate data regarding the proposed 

adjustment.   

 

Unless and until a variance is granted for the site, the disparity between its zoning (R2F) and the commercial 

nature of the existing construction, will preclude any re-development by the Owner.  In light of this obvious 

hardship, the Applicant respectfully requests the above-listed variances.   
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Draft Near East Area Plan 

Site 
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The King-Lincoln District Plan (2002) 

Site 
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The King-Lincoln District Plan (2002) 
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The King-Lincoln District Plan (2002) 
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